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ABSTRACT
The software engineering is a domain who cares for the production
of the software development with high quality in response to the
requirements of the market and delivered on time. This paper will
discuss the software engineering, in their applications, and software
development to deal with big data, as hyperspectral and medical
imagery data sets. The role of the software visualization in the in-
terpretation of the data, where the results will be presented to the
user’s clearly and beautiful. A color space is a method to specify,
create and visualize color. There are several types of systems col-
ors for example RGB, CIE XYZ, HSV and HSI. Color mapping has
an important role in the process of the visualization to understand
data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software engineering is branch knowledge interested in the soft-
ware production with high quality, less expensive and handed in
due course. Software is not just a program itself but also all doc-
uments related, configuration data required to make this software
is working correctly[29]. The system usually consists of separate
programs, and configuration files that are used to set up these pro-
grams. System documentation is included to describe the structure
of the system. Explain how to use the system, and websites for users
to download the latest product information . The goal of software
engineering is to create appropriately work and build high quality
programs [19].
Large data sets, as hyperspactral and medical images, contains hun-
dreds of samples per pixel [17]. Visualization is the central part of
the discovery and analysis of data [14]. The visualization is a sim-
ple way to understand the high dimension because the relationships
between the original data are ambiguous [20]. One of the general
purposes of the multidimensional images visualization is data anal-
ysis of hyperspactral [11]. However, it is a challenge to display all
useful information in such visualization. The Common methods are
used a representation color of red, green and blue (RGB) to pro-
vide a quick glimpse at the scene [27]. RSI contain a large number
of bands and cannot be displayed directly in the color scheme for
only three layers. RSI initially need to be converted to low dimen-

sions to display the visualization while preserving the maximum
amount of information [2].

2. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Software engineering is engineering discipline that is concerned
with all aspects of software production from the early specifica-
tions of the system . Software engineers focus on software de-
velopment produced (specified by the customer). They are of two
types: generic products and customized product. In generic prod-
ucts, these software type can be used by any one. Examples draw-
ing packages, word processors, and databases. Customized prod-
ucts are used for the particular and especial user [29] [1]. Examples
traffic control systems, control systems for electronic devices, and
systems written to support a particular business process.
A good software must take into account to four qualities [29].
Maintainability software, is the first quality, which must be writ-
ten in programs that can evolve to meet the changing needs to cus-
tomers. This feature a crucial software development and important
condition for variable business environment. The second is the de-
pendability and security, where the reliability program includes set
of features including the reliability, security and safety. Software
reliable does not cause physical damage or economic in the case of
the failure of the system. Third, efficiency software should not ex-
travagance in the use of the system resources such as memory and
processor. Includes the efficiency of the response, the processing
time, and memory usage and others. The last, acceptability soft-
ware must fact that the acceptable to users of the system designed
from them. This means that it must be understood and use and com-
patible with other systems which they use.
A software process is a series of activities which lead to the pro-
duction of software [29]. In order to work effectively :-

(1) Software specification: includes the customer and software en-
gineers to define the required software.

(2) Software development: the codes of software are written.
(3) Software validation: which are checked the program to make

sure it’s match specifications requested by the customer.
(4) Software evolution: where are modified programs to reflect the

requirements for the customers and market changing.

2.1 Software engineering and raw data
The software engineering is important in many applications, where
it is able to product reliable systems. Which are trustworthy eco-
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nomically and quickly [29][9]. In addition, applying software en-
gineering technicians generated cheaper software. Software engi-
neering permits to do change develop and maintain on the software
in any easy way to keep up the development.

Fig. 1. Models to process and develop of a huge data system where
the user or client’s always be found in stages of the system with the
possibility of reception requests at any time of stages of the system.

Raw data are the data that contain information which is very impor-
tant and many fields. Such as data hyperspactral, photos, medical
and simulation physical processes various. In order to run this data,
we should do the following features [29]:

(1) Acquisition: Where this data is? and How can we acquire it?
(2) Preservation: what are the requirements of storage for data?
(3) Preprocessing: Do we need to make any process on the data?
(4) Processing: what are the requirements for processing this data?
(5) Generating / presenting results: what type the results are look-

ing for? and What is their accuracy?

The understanding of the requirements in large data necessary to
complete successful project, and therefore it is important to include
some principles of engineering requirements in the processing. This
allows the team development to be more focused on the require-
ments and also use the nature of iterative of processing to refine
the requirements for the life cycle of projects [29] [9]. As in the
Fig.1, which illustrates an option to admission requirements of the
customer at any stage of the design of the system without any ob-
stacles.

3. DATA VISUALIZATION
Data visualization aims to contact data clearly and effective through
graphical representation. Visualization technique discover and keep
the relations between the points which cannot be observed form the
original [10][32]. the visualization deals with the data presented to
the user is two or three dimensions. Both ’information visualiza-
tion’ and ’software engineering visualization’ are data collection
activities but the motives are clearly different. Software engineer-
ing visualization connects the initial design modules and identifies
the connections of the important structures. While information vi-
sualization reveals the incomprehensible data structure, which is an
important part of the software development process. In particular,
’software visualization’ executes the codes to display the incom-
prehensible and hidden data [25].

Fig. 2. Visualization pipeline is through importing where data con-
version raw data to the representation of graph can deal with it.
Then by filtering is determined important information and improv-
ing the data. The step mapping is transforming the data to the data
visible, and is viewing information clearly in step rendering. The
most important part is a study of the data generated and compare
with the data original to answer questions specific this process,
come on insight a reverse to visualization [32].

The purpose of the visualization is to get the insight, as in the Fig.2,
which shows the general idea of the visualization pipeline. In com-
puter and information science, the visualization is a visual repre-
sentation of the domain space using the graphics images sequence
of animation, to provide data structure and behavior dynamic com-
plex data representing systems, events, processes ,objects, and con-
cepts [32][33].
Visualization is a way to display the information to allow people to
see the unseen data to help in the understanding of the show and ex-
ploration or analysis [25][5]. It helps people to extract the accurate
information [3], create something beautiful [28]. Color per pixel
in visualization is a summary of the information in the data orig-
inal that have been mapped in projection space. Visualization can
be used in several fields, such as computer science, mathematics,
cognitive and perception science, and engineering [19].

Fig. 3. The objectives of the visualization. The first goal is to an-
swer specific questions, which may be quantities questions for ex-
ample, the largest value, less the value of the amended or the qual-
itative questions for example, asking for a particular problem. The
second goal is to discovers information which is not known nature
of the data [32].

3.1 The visualization target
The visualization can answer several kinds of questions. In the
subject of insight described two types of information [32] as in
the Fig.3: Answer questions about a particular problem, and Facts
about a particular problem we do not know what the problem.
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The first case focus about the specific question. There are some
questions about the specific phenomenon, process or data set. The
purpose of visualization is to answer these questions quickly. These
questions may be quantitive or qualitative. In quantitative ques-
tions, the answer will not be number, but usually set numbers for
example, what are the value of the function f (x) values x . We can
answer by print values but the best answer is in the graph values.
Because the better understanding of the distribution of associated
data at visualization. The task is best by using visual representa-
tions. In the other hand, the example of the qualitative questions is
a picture the nature of a patient certain. The doctor only able to dis-
cover the problems The decision-making will be supported by the
expert through interactive visualizations.
The visualization able to discover the unknown is the second case
of the visualization ability. The visualization may be important to
answer the question ”what is in the data sets”. It can discover the
unknown information.
The visualization is divided in the two types:

(1) Scientific visualizations can be described imagine phenom-
ena is three-dimensional such as meteorological, architectural,
medical, biological, etc.), as in figure(1.3) that shows the visu-
alization average temperature data rainfall, where the areas of
the temperature of high be painted red and regions with a low
temperature are shown in the green and fonts shaded represent
rainfall [32] .
Fig.4: information visualization average temperatures rain is
represented temperatures during the color. Red color represent
high temperature and Green color represent low temperature
and lines shaded represents the rates of rainfall. Arrow indi-
cates area high rate rainfall and moderate temperature.

(2) Information visualization focus on the objectives of graphs that
focus on the user [16]. Data are separate called information vi-
sualization. These data, include tables, time series, documents,
and software source. As in figure (1.4), it represents the immi-
gration population as areas are represented the points of red.
Cities that are among the migration of population large linked
lines black-and are grouped lines together to become the flow
of the population is visible and this feature is not clarified only
through the visualization [32] [22].

Fig. 4. information visualization average temperatures rain is rep-
resented temperatures during the color. Red color represent high
temperature and Green color represent low temperature and lines
shaded represents the rates of rainfall. Arrow indicates area high
rate rainfall and moderate temperature [32].

Fig.5: the idea of information visualization can be used with
the migration of population. The visualization has cities which
are represented by red points. Lase links are used to group
cities, where there are different length of that links.

Fig. 5. the idea of information visualization can be used with the
migration of population. The visualization has cities which are rep-
resented by red points. Lase links are used to group cities, where
there are different length of that links [32].

4. HYPERSPACTRAL IMAGERY
Hyperspectral Imagery is the art, science, and technology of ob-
serving an object, scene, or phenomenon by instrument-based tech-
niques. Earth monitoring collects biological information, geomet-
ric, physical and chemical properties around the earth. It helps to
evaluate the situation and monitor changes in the natural and cul-
tural environment, give us geospatial data [13] [24].

Fig. 6. Obtain a RSI where the radiation is released to the surface
of the Earth with multiple wavelengths and measure the reflection
of satellite radiation from the earth thus, there are very large num-
ber of bands up to more than 200 Bands which help to distinguish
the water, vegetation, and soil by the curve of data reflection [12].

SRI contains tens or hundreds of narrow adjacent bands and due
to the massive data volume, they cannot be displayed these data
easily, as in Fig.1. There are several constraints to dealing with RSI
such as: [13] [15] [21].

(1) High Cost: The computational costs of processing are very
large because it con-tains a large number of bands.
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(2) Storage requirements: A single RSI data set contains a large
number of bands per scene. The space required to store several
hundred megabytes of memory.

(3) Redundancy: The nearby image bands in the RSI carry a high
degree of spatial correlation. Due to the continuous and narrow
nature of RS sensors . The differ-ence in spectral information
between the two adjacent wavelengths is usually very small so,
the resulting grayscale bands appear almost identical. There
are many data in the scene, therefore it seems to be redundant,
but embedded is the important information that can often be
used to determine surface material.

(4) Hyperspctral imagery connected to a thin layer of the Earth’s
surface.

5. MEDICAL IMAGES
Medical imaging techniques are used to discover and understand
the diseases development in human body. in order to make diag-
nostic decision about that. The management of large collection of
medical images is a challenge in the healthy centers and hospitals
[23]. Because the image database has been rising during the last
year, the useful information is required to help the specialist to
evaluate the patient status [5]. For example, the most often method
uses by a doctor is to look into images slices (slice by slice) to
understand the disease development, and sometimes, it is difficult
to have decision about that. In addition, if the disease is discover,
it is difficult to know the disease severity or progression (early,
medium or advance) [31]. Thus, visualizing medical images is
a good way to generate accurate image summarizes the main
information of all slices and give much better results. Color
visualization by dimension reduction method is used recently to
reduce a series of medical image slices into a right image [34]
[26] [4]. Interpreting and analyzing the color image are easier
than original slices [30]. This method tries to explore the right
information to user by recognizing the similarities and differences
in visual image. The user requires this summarized colour image,
which represents the overview of all images, in order to start his
process.

Each image in the data sets does not necessary have full knowl-
edge, and sometimes, overall images do not help to explain the
patient status. Feature dedication by dimension reduction methods
has been used recently because it is successfulness in information
visualization [35] [6] [8] [7]. Dimension reduction methods are
used to reduce the dimensionality of original data sets into target
dimension, where the hidden information in original medical im-
ages is revealed in the visual space. In visualization, the dimension
reduction method projects the data sets into two-dimensional space
(to generate gray image) or three-dimensional space (to generate
color image). However, the visualization by dimensionality reduc-
tion is hard problem, and its efficiency depends on the used method.

6. VISUALIZING LARGE VOLUME DATA SETS
The steps of the pipelines are:-

(1) Importing Data: In this step, the data is imported. This mean,
the representation of the data sets (DI ) will be found. This step
is one-to-one mapping, thus, the input data DI in converted to
D to be suitable for visualization pipeline, as in equ.1

Import : DI → D (1)
where D ∈ DI (2)

It should be note, this step is very important because the quality
of the final visualization will be dependent of it. The importing
data step should try to preserve as much of the available the
information of the hyperspactral imagery data sets.

(2) Data Filtering and Enrichment: after imported the data, we
must decide what is important information and features would
be extract raw data sets into most appropriate. This process
lead important filtering data to extract the important informa-
tion, as in equ.3. The filtered data are important to generate the
visualization [33] [16].

Filter : D → D (3)

(3) Mapping Data: The enriched data sets are produced in the fil-
tering step, which should represent the interested features. This
step wants to map filtered data sets D into visual domain DV ,
and the visual domain is 2D or 3D.

Map : D → Dv (4)

In equ.4, D belong to the data and maps makes the data visible
DV in this step is to reduce the size of the data [33] [18].

(4) Rendering data: this is the last step of the visualization data
sets. Rendering takes the 3D representation which was create
the mapping operation. The user determines the parameters for
displaying for example show points or lighting to set up the
required visualization, as in equ. 5.

Render : Dv → V isualization (5)

7. CONCLUSION
Software Engineering is very important technique to build and im-
prove the software. Visualizing large volume data sets, as hyper-
spctral and medical imagery, is very important in order to see the
unseen information. The visualization for this large volumin data
sets should find a result, which is suitable for human eye. Preserv-
ing information of the orignal data sets is very important to find
effecient visualization. This paper explain how the final visualiza-
tion of data sets represents the simple representaion of the complex
structure of the orignal data sets.
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